Introduction
The topic of Electrically Small Antennas (ESA) has generated considerable interest over the years [1] . It is well known that ESA have inherently large values of radiation Q (Q r ). Minimization of Q r for ESA is important because high Q r implies: (1) narrow bandwidth, (2) increased losses and (3) voltage or current limited radiated power [2] .
Starting with Wheeler in 1947 [3] , followed by Chu in 1948 [4] there have been many papers published exploring the limitations of ESA. These papers were primarily directed at determining the limits on the minimum possible Q r for ESA as a function of antenna size. Wheeler used lumped circuit concepts to investigate dipole and loop antennas within a finite cylindrical volume [3, 5, and 6] , however, the majority of the papers involve antennas contained within a sphere [4, 7, 8, 9] .
Approach
This paper presents results for the minimum possible radiation Q of an antenna contained within a spheroidal volume (oblate or prolate) as a function of the spheroid aspect ratio, and size with respect to a wavelength. The variation with aspect ratio gives additional information on the effect of antenna shape. The results in this paper are limited to the case of omni-directional TM modes with no energy stored within the spheroid. The geometry is shown in Figure 1 . The electrical size parameter is given by: 2
Following McLean [8] , we express the radiation Q for an antenna as:
The first two terms are the energy stored in the electric and magnetic field respectively. The third term subtracts off the energy corresponding to the power being radiated. The denominator gives the radiated power. The volume integral in the numerator includes the volume from the surface surrounding the antenna out to infinity. This corresponds to the assumption that there is no energy stored within the surface surrounding the antenna. In McLean's case this surface was a sphere. We have extended the analysis to a spheroid by generalizing (1) using the spheroidal coordinate counterparts, u, the radial-like coordinate, η the polar anglelike coordinate corresponding to Cos θ, and φ the normal spherical coordinate. Using a Debye type potential the electromagnetic fields was expanded as a sum of spheroidal modes.
There are some interesting differences between the spherical and spheroidal cases. First the energy and power integrals are not orthogonal so cross product terms have to be retained. Secondly the lowest order mode does not give the lowest value for Q r and a weighted sum of modes must be retained to obtain the minimum. We introduce the weighted mode sum into (1), the expression for Q r .
The result can be expressed as the ratio of two sums:
The factor, M (s,q) , is a double integral over u and η with complicated expressions involving both radial and angular eigenfunctions and all possible combinations of first derivatives. Computer programs were written to calculate the numerical value of the eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and the integrals, M (s,q) and N (n,l) . The details of the calculations including tables of numerical values are given in Adams and Hansen [10, 11] 
Results
The expression for Q r was differentiated and 3 increasingly complex solutions obtained for the minimum. For very small β the variation in the denominator can be ignored and a linear approximate solution is obtained. In this case the weight for the third contributing mode is numerically zero. Using this result curves were generated for Q r versus aspect ratio normalized to the Q r for a sphere having the same: (1) height, (2) width, (3) volume, and (4) surface area, shown in figure 2. The curves have some interesting implications for ESA design. E.g. the relative rate of decrease in Q r for a taller or wider spheroid can be inferred. Especially interesting is the fact that the curve for constant volume indicates there is a worst shape (maximum Q r ), slightly oblate, having an aspect ratio 0.55.
Exact solutions, accounting for the variation of the terms in the denominator, were developed using (A) the first two modes, and (B) the first 5 modes. Comparison of these solutions indicates they give essentially the same results for small size (ka, kb ≤ 1). Results for the minimum value of Q r normalized to 1/(kb) 3 for a prolate spheroid are shown in Figure 3 . Results for the oblate spheroid are similar. For the electrically very small case the solutions are asymptotic to a constant over (kb) 3 . The numerically calculated curves with aspect ratio near 1 (sphere) has excellent agreement with the exact results. The shape of all curves is similar to the exact results for a sphere indicating that to first order changing the aspect ratio of a spheroid has the same effect as changing the size of a sphere. 
